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Product Availability
Color Quart Gallon 5 Gallon
Natural 60104 60101 60105
Golden Oak 60204 60201 60205
Cherry 60304 60301 60305
Red Mahogany 60404 60401 60405
Provincial 60504 60501 60505
Maple 60604 60601 60605
Early American 60704 60701 60705
Dark Mahogany 60804 60801 60805
Cedar 60904 60901 60905
Dark Walnut 61004 61001 61005
Special Walnut 61104 61101 61105
Spanish Oak 61204 61201 61205
Fruitwood 61304 61301 61305
Pickling White 61404 61401 61405
Puritan Pine 61504 61501 61505

Craftsman Quality Stains and Finishes

Product Tips:
Easily apply stain with a brush, cloth, pad roller or sprayer. Wipe
excess stain with a soft cloth, wiping first across the grain and
then with the grain.

Topcoat in 30 minutes with virtually any finish including 
professional finishes such as lacquers and conversion finishes.
Apply waterborne finishes once the stain is solvent-free.

Ideal drying conditions recommended are 70°F and 35 to 50%
humidity. Dry times may vary due to humidity, low temperature,
lack of air movement, excess stain application or lack of 
penetration.

Achieve your desired color by mixing Natural/Tint Base with
other colors to lighten or tint with universal or industrial 
colorant to create custom colors. Pickling White can be used as a
base for achieving different pastels. Formulas for Old Masters®

Sante Fe pastel colors are available upon request.
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ON MAPLE
Today’s professional faces a unique 
challenge: completing high-caliber projects
involving diverse styles, a variety of woods
from paint grade to exotic and concise, 
calculated specifications under strict 
budgets and tight deadlines. All while
ensuring that one’s craftsmanship be a
reflection of their skill and reputation. Old
Masters understands this challenge and the
type of products that professionals need and
rely on. Thus, we have developed a stain
that can provide speed, versatility and
quality performance by combining the
rapid dry time and application ease of a
thin-formula penetrating stain with the
intensity and color control typical of a 
wiping stain.
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Note: Color samples are reproduced as close as modern techniques permit. Color may vary according to application technique and surface type.

Professional Fast Dry Wood Stain possesses all
the characteristics professionals value:

Speed: Within minutes of applying
Professional Fast Dry Wood Stain, one can
either apply a second coat of stain or virtually
any finish, allowing for faster project 
completion.

Versatility: This product is ideal on all interi-
or wood surfaces, such as cabinets, doors, 
furniture, floors and woodwork. The Fast
Dry’s heavy consistency provides ease of 
application and achieves the warm, rich colors
popular in today’s homes with one coat. It’s
formulation allows the color to flow easily
onto the surface and penetrate deep into the
wood’s natural grain, saving you time and 
easing the finish process.

Performance: Be assured that your 
finished project will have the timeless beauty
and durability you would expect from an Old
Masters product. We value your business and
realize that your reputation is a matter of your
customer’s perception. We believe that our
high-quality alkyd Professional Fast Dry
Wood Stain will provide long-lasting 
durability.

Professional Fast Dry Wood Stain is 
developed for the busy professional who 
values speed, versatility and performance!


